Dear Ms. Downey,

Thank you for coming to our school to inform us about Thomas Paine. It was very interesting that he joined the army and never even shot his gun at any British. It was very interesting how different the Revolutionary War money is so different from today's money. Thomas Paine wrote many good poems that inspired so many soldiers to do better in the war yet he barely got paid at all. George Washington himself asked Thomas Paine to wrote poems for the soldiers because he thought his writing was that amazing. I can't believe that his assistant was drunk enough to go to the point that he would shoot Thomas Paine because he didn't pay him his unearned money. Why didn't he ever get the bullet hole fixed after his assistant tried assassinating him? I guess I will never know look I up on line and then figure it out. Learning about Thomas Paine was very exciting and we all appreciate you coming to our school to educate us about Thomas Paine's life.

Sincerely,

Matt Klock